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Information sharing and personal data protection
Alan D Bersin1
The article, Lines and Flows: The Beginning and End of Borders,2 posits in the contemporary security/
trade context, that the logic of information sharing is irrefutable. It is now conceivable, indeed eminently
executable, for a nation to check the identity of each passenger flying on every airplane, for example,
toward its physical borders against “watch” lists of persons believed to pose a disproportionate security
risk. Even though the receiving authority by definition would retain unfettered discretion to act on the
information vel non, the record here, with a handful of exceptions, is that nations ostrich-like refuse
regularly to avail themselves of access to this information. They do so in deliberate deference to other
values which are deemed to be competing and of greater importance. Accordingly, these values are
assigned a higher priority as matters of policy and practice. The Right to Privacy,3 construed in one form
or another, is the principal counter value interposed to the operational logic of information sharing for
security purposes.
Traditionally both policymakers and the public have viewed individual privacy and national security as
fundamentally at odds with one another, with policy questions preoccupied by the so-called trade-off of
“so much security” for “so much abuse of civil liberties.” This dichotomization has distracted the debate.
Nations argue over the degree of primacy they give to privacy; they contend continuously over different
definitions and types of privacy, as well as about alternative theories and models for implementing them.
The debate, well worth the effort in its own terms, may turn out well beside the point in the contemporary
context of information sharing.4 There are two principal reasons supporting this conclusion.
First, the intersection between privacy protection and information sharing to enhance security in the
global supply chain and global travel zones is crisp and sharp. One need not reconcile different visions,
or points of departure concerning how to think about privacy,5 in order to arrive at a common proposition
regarding what steps are required to protect personal data in a specific case. At end, some application
of informed consent can account for a satisfactory outcome. In other words, entry and engagement in
global travel or supply chain activity embodies a bargain between public authorities and private actors.
The contours of the bargain regarding use and dissemination have long been settled6 once the threshold
of entitlement to collection has been crossed.
In fact, upon closer observation, it appears that disagreements over data sharing – while argued as
differences over privacy – usually reflect more a different assessment of the threat presented. Politically
it is more convenient to decline information sharing based on asserted privacy concerns than it is to
minimize risks of harm inherent in global trade and travel.
In short, there is no intrinsic conflict between security and privacy. The crucial policy challenge should
be how both values can be advanced in tandem rather than balanced one against the other.
The second ground suggesting the compatibility between information sharing for security purposes and
a robust respect for privacy relates to methods now available for sharing that avoid an actual exchange
of data in favor of carefully tailored techniques of access.
Information-sharing is no longer a two-way exchange of data in which new information is incorporated
or “dumped” in bulk form into a large-scale data base that is ever expanding with total availability and
recall. Instead, modern information sharing compacts are predicated on the concepts of federated search.
These are defined collectively (from Wikipedia) as… “an information retrieval technology that allows
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the simultaneous search of multiple searchable sources: a user makes a single query request which is
distributed to the search engines participating in the federation [and] the results received from the search
engines [are aggregated in useful form] for presentation to the user.”7 The implications for the privacy/
security discussion are dramatic.
First, there is no actual exchange of data at all as in the past. This obviates traditional concerns over
subsequent use and disclosure. The scanning of data in place is conducted in a thoroughly masked
fashion.
Second, the crucial agreement between authorities is embodied in the algorithms which implement the
joint rule sets they stipulate. Access to the data is governed strictly by the nature of the query which
may center on specific pre-identified risks or unknown threats identified by one or more agreed upon
indicators. As Aaron Bady explains: “Pattern-based data mining… works in reverse from a subjectbased search: instead of starting from known or strongly suspected criminal associations, the data miner
attempts to divine individuals who match a data profile, drawing them out of a sea of data like the pattern
in a color-blindness test.”8
Third, the only information that actually is “shared” are the matches or “hits” that are returned from
the federated search. These in turn are subject to negotiated protocols that treat the matches further to
eliminate false positives and otherwise enhance security and privacy.
The federated search by its very nature is less intrusive than the old model of bulk data sharing: “It
becomes more practical – and legally less complicated – to fish in an ocean of easily available information
about everybody than to target specific suspicious individuals.”9 The argument, however, reaches further
to the conclusion that the security regime itself is enhanced by building traditional considerations of
privacy data protection into both the front and back ends of any information sharing arrangement. The
twin dividends yielded from doing so are accuracy and efficiency resulting in an overall enhanced quality
of result.
This approach incorporates key privacy concerns into the equation from the outset as measures of quality
information assurance and control. Specifying what data are collected, who gets to use them and how,
and the terms and conditions of dissemination and retention have significant potential to improve the
end product from both security and privacy perspectives. These values become mutually reinforcing
in theory as well as in practice within what Bady has characterized as a “very private pool of publicly
circulating information.”10
The privacy principles agreed upon by Canada and the United States in Beyond the Border 11provide
an important illustration of the kind of protections that should be built into a process to increase the
reliability and utility of the process itself when data are accessed: purpose specification; relevance,
necessity and proportion in light of clear purpose; accuracy and completeness; protection against risk
such as loss, corruption, misuse, unauthorized access, alteration, disclosure, or destruction of data;
accountability of governments involved overseen by a public supervisory authority; mechanisms to seek
rectification and/or expungement of inaccurate personal information; transparency and notice on receipt
and use of personal information; redress against infringement; parameters for transfer to third countries,
and limits on data retention.12
Rejecting the scale of justice model as Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano has advocated,
creates the opportunity to make privacy and personal data protection concerns a central tenet in a
security regime: “They are not a secondary part of the conversation [but rather] a fundamental part
of [a single] conversation.”13 Exploring carefully the implications of this proposition can be expected
to deliver operational insights beneficial to both values promoted over time in a sustained synthesis
between security and civil liberty.
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